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“Inspire consumers to buy the light experience, before the design…“
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Philips Hue | Get more out of your daily routine
What consumers want? My home is where I share moments with my family; it’s where we try to connect and bond together knowing that every instant is
precious. I am aware that the right light can play a key role to support activities at home or to impact how I feel at a moment. There are some products that
are doing such things but are either not working together or/and are only for a single purpose. I wish I easily could adapt my lighting to the different
activities we want to do at home.
Philips Hue lights support you in your daily routines. Whether it is in the morning to help you prepare for your workday by providing cool white light to help
you energize, throughout the day to help you stay concentrated on your tasks, reduce glare when you are reading or in the evening helping you to relax,
unwind and prepare for bed. Philips Hue provides different light settings to make sure you can get the most out of your day, everyday. Set your settings
manually via the app or one of the accessories or automate your lights to get the right light setting for the moment of the day.

Relax with a soft glow of
warm white light

•
•
•
•
•
•

Read better with white
light

Concentrate longer with
finely tuned bright light

Get energized with blue
white light

Easy to install through pre-configured starter kits and a well designed, simple installation process
Largest portfolio of lights (bulbs, lamps, fixtures)
Set your own light setting by choosing from warm white (yellow color) to cool white (blue white) light
Many ways to control, choose the one you find easiest: app, switch, sensors, remote, timers or voice control
Use the different pre-set modes to support your daily activities
Works with all main smart home partners (Apple Homekit, Google Home, Amazon Alexa)
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Philips Hue | Wake up and go to sleep
What consumers want? It is difficult for me to fall asleep or wake up in the morning and I feel out of sync with my biological clock. I feel tired during the day;
this is especially an issue during the dark winter months where there is no sunlight when I wake up. I would love a way to help me maintain a regular sleep
routine to go to sleep and wake up more naturally. I wish there was a natural way for me to wake me up refreshed and help me go to sleep easily.
Philips Hue lights help to support your morning and evening routines. Just set the experience by indicating the time and lights you want to wake up with or
help you to prepare for going to sleep. In the morning you will be waken up in a natural way as Philips Hue provides you with light that mimics the sunrise,
slowly increasing in brightness to wake you up refreshed. In the evening Philips Hue helps you unwind and prepare for sleep with light that slowly dims
down to a comfortable setting for you to close your eyes.

Wake up with natural
sunlight

•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare for sleep with
warm white light

Light that slowly dims down to
unwind and prepare for sleep

Select your own light setting from warm to cool white light
Many ways to customize your experience, choose the one you find easiest: app, switch, sensors, remote, timers or voice control
Possibility to connect to sleep management third party apps to access more tracking possibilities
Wake up with one light or several lights in one or multiple rooms
Automatically run a routine once created
Works with all main smart home partners (Apple Homekit, Google Home, Amazon Alexa)
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Philips Hue | Use Cases
Wake Up

Read

Cozy atmosphere

Concentrate
Relax

Light for your moments

Look Good

Sleep

Energize
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Philips Hue is compatible with voice assistants like Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa and Apple Siri. So,
have fun connecting and controlling your Hue lights simply by your voice commands!
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Control Hue lights through Voice Assistants
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Hue – Product Range
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Hue | Bridge
Get started with Philips Hue and control your lights from your smart phone or tablet, or
even with your voice. The Philips Hue Bridge is the heart of the system. It unlocks endless
possibilities through the Philips Hue app.
- Easy to install
- Add smart controls
- Connect with smart home partners
- Add luminaires and light strips

USP: Connect 50 lights and 12 accessories with the bridge.

Hue Bridge
Material

Synthetics

Length/Width/Height

90.9mm/90.6mm/26mm

Connections per bridge

50 lights & 12 accessories

MRP

INR 7,250/-

https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-bridge/8718696555033
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Hue Accessory | Dimmer Switch
Enrich your system with the Philips Hue dimmer switch and
enjoy smooth wireless dimming. The switch works as a normal
wall switch and dimmer. Place it anywhere you want, using
screws or the adhesive tape on the back plate of the switch.
USP: Controls 10 lights (without Hue Bridge)

Toggle through pre-set light
recipes
- Relax
- Read
- Concentrate
- Energize

Hue Dimmer Switch

Material

Synthetics

Length

Switch depth 11 mm, Plate depth 14 mm

Width

Switch 35 mm, Plate 70 mm

Height

Switch 92 mm, Plate 115 mm

Lifetime

50000 clicks

Battery

CR2450 3V Included (in-built)

Signal range

At least 39.3 feet

MRP

INR 2,150/-

https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-dimmer-switch/8718696752043

Press once to
Turn On
Press to brighten
up the lights
Press to dim
down the lights
Press once to
Turn Off
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White & Color Ambiance Product Range
Create your ambiance with
warm white to cool daylight

White and color
Ambiance

Wake up and go to sleep
naturally

Relax, read, concentrate and
energize with light recipes
Be creative with
16 million colors

Installation free
dimming

Set timers for your
convenience

Sync light with
movies and music

Smart control
Home and away

Light up your gaming

CONFIDENTIAL _ PHILIPS HUE
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Hue White & Color Ambiance | Starter Kit

The Philips Hue Bridge is the heart of the system. It unlocks endless
possibilities through the Philips Hue app – through which you can
control your lights from your smart phone, tablet, or even with voice
assistants.

Hue Starter Kit E27

Material

Glass, Synthetics & Metal

Wattage/Lumen

10W/806 lumens (80 lumen per watt)

Bulb Base Type

E27

Number of Bulbs

3 units with A+ energy efficiency

Lifetime of bulb

25000 hours, 50000 switching cycles

Color Temperature

2000K-6500K (>50000 shades of white) + 16 million colors

Input Voltage

220V - 240V

Connections per bridge

50 lights & 12 accessories

In The Box

Bridge, 3 bulbs, ethernet power cable & a power adapter

MRP

INR 20,500/-

25000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 22 years of life (3 hours daily use)
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-and-color-ambiance-starter-kit-e27/8718696725405
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Hue White & Color Ambiance | Single Bulb (E27/B22)

Hue White & Color Ambiance Single Bulb (E27/B22)

E27

Material

Glass, Synthetics & Metal

Wattage/Lumen

10W/806 lumens (80 lumen per watt)

Energy Efficinecy

A+

Lifetime

25000 hours, 50000 switching cycles

Color Temperature

2000K-6500K (>50000 shades of white) + 16 million colors

Input Voltage

220V - 240V

MRP

INR 4,500/-

25000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 22 years of life (3 hours daily use)

B22
E27: https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-and-color-ambiance-single-bulb-e27/8718696725603
B22: https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-and-color-ambiance-single-bulb-b22/8718696725689
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Hue White & Color Ambiance | Single Bulb (E14)

Hue White & Color Ambiance Single Bulb (E14)
Material

Glass, Synthetics & Metal

Wattage/Lumen

6.5W/450 lumens (69 lumen per watt)

Form Factor

B39

Base Type

E14

Input Voltage

220V - 240V

Color Temperature

2200K-6500K (>50000 shades of white) + 16 million colors

MRP

INR 4,000/-
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Hue White & Color Ambiance | Lightstrips (Base & Extension)

Add a LightStrip Plus & create an immersive experience under bars, cabinets and behind entertainment systems. Lightstrip Plus gives the flexibility to bend, cut and extend for the
application of your choice. Extend your Philips Hue Lightstrip Plus with 1-meter extensions for larger surfaces. Shape it, attach it to any solider surface and enjoy high lumen output.
Hue White & Color Ambiance
Designed For
Style
Material
Wattage/Lumen
Length/Width/Height
Input Voltage
Color Temperature
Extendability
In The Box
MRP
Base:
Extension:

Lightstrips (Base)
Living, Bedroom, Home Office & Study
Indirect Light
Synthetics
20.5W/1600 lumens (78 lumen per watt)
200cm/1.5cm/0.5cm
220V - 240V
2000K-6500K (>50000 shades of white) + 16 million colors
Power Adapter, Universal Plug and Lightstrip
INR 7,500/-

https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-and-color-ambiance-lightstrip-plus-india-base/7190155I8
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-and-color-ambiance-lightstrip-plus-india-ext/7190255I8

Lightstrips (Extension)

11.5W/900 lumens (78 lumen per watt)
100cm/1.5cm/0.5cm

8 extensions can be added to Base unit
INR 4,200/-
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Hue White & Color Ambiance | Go
Hue Go has an elegant design with a transparent casing. It is wireless, portable and
rechargeable, and can last up to 3 hours when unplugged (depending upon the use).

Controllable through Hue Bridge, Dimmer Switch or via the on-product button. When
outside the range of Hue Bridge, the on-product button can be used for 5 dynamic
effects (Cozy Candle, Sunday Coffee, Meditation, Enchanted Forest, and Night
Adventure) and 2 static effects.
Hue White & Color Ambiance Go
Designed For

Living, Bedroom, Home Office & Study

Style

Expressive

Usage

Portable light (with rechargeable battery). Lasts upto 3 hours

Material

Synthetics

Color

White

Wattage/Lumen

6W/300 lumens (50 lumen per watt)

Lifetime

20000 hours

Length/Width/Height

15cm/15cm/7.9cm

Input Voltage

100V - 240V

Color Temperature

2000K-6500K (>50000 shades of white) + 16 million colors

In The Box

Hue Go and Power Adapter

MRP

INR 10,500/-

20000 hours of lifetime = 18 years of life (3 hours daily use)
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-and-color-ambiance-go-portable-light/7146060I6
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White Ambiance Product Range
Create your ambiance with
warm white to cool daylight

White Ambiance

Wake up and go to sleep
naturally
Installation free
dimming

Set timers for your
convenience
Smart control
Home and away

Relax, read, concentrate and
energize with light recipes
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Hue White Ambiance | Single Bulb (E27)
Add a Philips Hue white ambiance bulb to your system and enhance your
home with shades of white lights. With a range from warm white
(yellow) to cool daylight (white), this bulb helps you to wake up, relax,
read, concentrate or energize.
USP: Dimming possible up to 1% of brightness enabling you to create
the most cozy and relaxing ambiance setting.
Hue White Ambiance Single Bulb (E27)
Material

Glass, Synthetics & Metal

Wattage/Lumen

9.5W/800 lumens (84 lumen per watt)

Energy Efficinecy

A+

Lifetime

25000 hours, 50000 switching cycles

Color Temperature

2200K to 6500K (>50000 shades of white)

Input Voltage

220V - 240V

MRP

INR 2,900/-

25000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 22 years of life (3 hours daily use)
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-ambiance-single-bulb-e27/8718696670361
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Hue White Ambiance | Wellness Hue Table Lamp
Enjoy the timeless design of this nice table lamp, which is perfect for
bedside and table top. Include the Wellness Philips Hue white
ambiance table lamp in your Philips Hue system and enjoy natural
white light that helps you to wake up, energize, concentrate, read
and relax.
Comes with White Ambiance lamp but can be replaced with White &
Color Ambiance bulb as well.
Hue White Ambiance Wellness Table Lamp
Material
Glass & Wood
Color
Black
Designed For
Living & Bedroom
Style
Modern with diffused light effect
Wattage/Lumen
9.5W/806 lumens (84 lumen per watt)
Length/Width/Height
18.6cm/18.6cm/19.3cm
Lifetime
25000 hours
Color Temperature
2000K-6500K
Input Voltage
220V - 240V
Dimmer Switch
Yes
In The Box
1 White Ambiance E27 Bulb included
MRP
INR 12,900/25000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 22 years of life (3 hours daily use)
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-ambiance-wellness-table-lamp/4080130P7
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Hue White Ambiance | Memuru Cove Light
Refine your sanctuary with superb white ambiance to heighten your mood.
Showcase your intricate wall features and engulf your space with an even
glow in every corner with Philips Hue White Ambiance Memuru LED cove
light.
USP
- Easy extendability, flexi connections and shadow-free corners
- 20 lights can be combined with 1 starter without any lumen drop

Starter

Shadow-free corner Flexible connection

Easy extension

Hue White Ambiance Memuru Cove Light
Color
White
Designed For
Cove Lighting
Style
Modern with diffused light effect
Wattage/Lumen
14W-1000 lumen / 11W-750 lumen / 8W-500 lumen / 5W-250 lumen
Length
4feet/3feet/2feet/1feet
Width
2.5cm
Height
2.5cm
Lifetime
20000 hours
Input Voltage
220V - 240V
MRP
INR 2500 / INR 2100 / INR 1800 / INR 1400
20000 hours of lifetime = 18 years of life (3 hours daily use)
Memuru Starter and Connectors not included. To be purchased separately.

https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-ambiance-memuru-wall-light/311843166
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Hue White Ambiance | Garnea Downlights
Deep dimming of 0.2% to achieve perfect
ambiance. Performs under stressful grid
conditions - 2KV surge and wide voltage
performance.

Hue White Ambiance Garnea

5-inch downlights

6-inch downlights

Color

White

White

Designed For

Living & Bedroom

Living & Bedroom

Style

Functional

Functional

Wattage/Lumen

7W/600 lumens (85 lumen per watt)

10.5W/900 lumens (85 lumen per watt)

Length

Cut out length 12.5 cm, Length 15 cm

Cut out length 15 cm, Length 17.5 cm

Width

Cut out width 12.5 cm, Width 13.5 cm

Cut out width 15 cm, Width 16 cm

Height

Recessed Distance 6.5 cm

Recessed Distance 6.5 cm

Lifetime

25000 hours

25000 hours

Input Voltage

230V

230V

MRP

INR 3,900/-

INR 4,400/-

25000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 22 years of life (3 hours daily use)
5-inch: https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-ambiance-garnea-hue-white-ambience-downlight/5110731H5
6-inch: https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-ambiance-garnea-hue-white-ambience-downlight/5110831H5
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Hue White Ambiance
WITHIN
This collection showcases an edge of metal all around with a
Central skylight effect & a control for dynamic light effect.
The white ambiance based Within has 4 ideal light recipes
(Read, Relax, Concentrate & Energize) to help you be more
effective in your intimate daily activities.
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Hue White Ambiance | WITHIN Ceiling Light
Minimalist, chic and well-cut. Philips Hue WITHIN Ceiling light adds a
modernistic touch to your room, in an illuminated square of elegance.
Immerse your spaces with light that accentuates the spaciousness of your
home.
USP: Extra slim form factor with a slope-in diffuser and with an edge of
metal all around with a Central skylight effect.
Connect-ready: Comes with a Dimmer Switch
Hue White Ambiance WITHIN Ceiling Light
Material

Aluminium

Color

Silver

Designed For

Living & Bedroom

Style

Modern

Intergrated LED

Yes

Wattage/Lumen

55W/2600 lumens (47 lumen per watt)

Length/Width/Height

41.5cm/41.5cm/8cm

Lifetime

23000 hours

Color Temperature

2200K-6500K

Input Voltage

220V - 240V

Dimmer Switch

Included

MRP

INR 29,000/-

23000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 21 years of life (3 hours daily use)
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-ambiance-within-ceiling-light/4505648C5
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Hue White Ambiance | WITHIN Pendant Light
Like an elegant pendant that dresses up your home, contour your
spaces with Philips Hue White ambiance Within LED pendant light.
Designed to add flair to your moments, accentuate your activities with
soft, evenly distributed brightness
USP: Extra slim form factor with a slope-in diffuser and with an edge
of metal all around with a Central skylight effect.
Hue White Ambiance WITHIN Pendant/Suspension Light
Material

Aluminium

Color

Silver

Designed For

Living & Bedroom

Style

Modern

Intergrated LED

Yes

Wattage/Lumen

55W/1600 lumens (29 lumen per watt)

Length/Width/Height

80cm/15cm/Min 30cm Max 125 cm

Lifetime

23000 hours

Color Temperature

2200K to 6500K

Input Voltage

220V - 240V

MRP

INR 30,000/-

23000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 21 years of life (3 hours daily use)
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-ambiance-within-pendant-light/4505748C5
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Hue White Ambiance | WITHIN Table Lamp
Philips Hue WITHIN Table light creates the glow you desire with adjustable
brightness and ambiance. In a sleek wand of clear brightness, combine style
with smart lighting for terrific moments in your home.
USP
- Extra slim form factor with a slope-in diffuser.
- Edge of metal all around with a Central skylight effect.
- Adjustable light direction feature – movable up and down 180 degrees.
- Close it for a terrific wall-washer effect.
Hue White Ambiance WITHIN Table Lamp
Material

Aluminium

Color

Silver

Designed For

Living & Bedroom

Style

Modern

Intergrated LED

Yes

Wattage/Lumen

18W/650 lumens (36 lumen per watt)

Length/Width/Height

17.5cm/38cm/35cm

Lifetime

23000 hours

Color Temperature

2200K-6500K

Input Voltage

100V - 240V

MRP

INR 11,500/-

23000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 21 years of life (3 hours daily use)
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-ambiance-within-table-light/4505848C5
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Hue White Ambiance | WITHIN Floor Lamp
Philips Hue WITHIN Floor Lamp creates the glow you desire
with adjustable brightness and ambiance.
In a sleek wand of clear brightness, combine style with smart
lighting for terrific moments in your home.

Transparent light guide,
see-it-through

USP
- Extra slim form factor with a slope-in diffuser.
- Edge of metal all around with a Central skylight effect.
- Renders terrific wall-washer effects.

Hue White Ambiance WITHIN Floor Lamp
Material
Aluminium
Color
Silver
Designed For
Living & Bedroom
Style
Modern
Intergrated LED
Yes
Wattage/Lumen
40W/400 lumens (10 lumen per watt)
Length/Width/Height
25cm/25cm/136cm
Color Temperature
2200K-6500K
Input Voltage
110V - 240V
MRP
INR 19,000/-
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Hue White Ambiance
MUSCARI
Muscari is a perfect match for smart contemporary homes. The collection has
modern slim diffusers connected via premium finished metal ring building a
warm glow.

The white ambiance based Muscari has
4 ideal light recipes (Read, Relax,
Concentrate & Energize) to help you be
more effective in your intimate daily
activities.
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Hue White Ambiance | MUSCARI Ceiling Light
Experience light for your moments and ambiance from warm
white to cool daylight with Philips Hue White Ambiance Muscari
LED ceiling light. Helps you to fall asleep and wake up gently,
energize and help you to concentrate, read and relax.
USP
- Premium finished metal ring with slim diffusers leading to a warm glow.
- Connect-ready: Comes with a Hue Dimmer Switch
Hue White Ambiance MUSCARI Ceiling Light
Material

Aluminium

Designed For

Living & Bedroom

Style

Contemporary

Intergrated LED

Yes

Wattage/Lumen

40W/2200 lumens (55 lumen per watt)

Length/Width/Height

53.5cm/53.5cm/10.9cm

Lifetime

30000 hours

Color Temperature

2200K-6500K

Input Voltage

100V - 240V

Dimmer Switch

Included

MRP

INR 30,000/-

30000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 27 years of life (3 hours daily use)
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-ambiance-muscari-ceiling-light/4503748C5
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Hue White Ambiance | MUSCARI Pendant Light
Experience light for your moments and ambiance from warm white to cool
daylight with Philips Hue White Ambiance Muscari LED ceiling light. Helps you
to fall asleep and wake up gently, energize and help you to concentrate, read
and relax.
USP
- Premium finished metal ring with slim diffusers leading to a warm glow
- Connect-ready: Comes with a Hue Dimmer Switch
Hue White Ambiance MUSCARI Pendant/Suspension Light
Material

Aluminium

Designed For

Living & Bedroom

Style

Contemporary

Intergrated LED

Yes

Wattage/Lumen

40W/2200 lumens (55 lumen per watt)

Length/Width/Height

53.5cm/53.5cm/Min 60cm, Max 150cm

Lifetime

30000 hours

Color Temperature

2200K-6500K

Input Voltage

110V - 240V

Dimmer Switch

Included

MRP

INR 32,000/-

30000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 27 years of life (3 hours daily use)
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-ambiance-muscari-pendant-light/4503848C5
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Hue White Ambiance | MUSCARI Table Lamp
Experience light for your moments and ambiance from warm white to
cool daylight with Philips Hue White Ambiance Muscari LED ceiling light.
Helps you to fall asleep and wake up gently, energize and help you to
concentrate, read and relax.
USP
- 180 degree tiltable rotatable head which can be adjusted.
- Extra safety features for operating in low-voltage.
Hue White Ambiance MUSCARI Table Lamp
Material

Aluminium

Designed For

Living & Bedroom

Style

Contemporary

Intergrated LED

Yes

Wattage/Lumen

12W/600 lumens (50 lumen per watt)

Length/Width/Height

31cm/31cm/40.5cm

Lifetime

20000 hours

Color Temperature

2200K-6500K

Input Voltage

100V - 240V

Class of Protection

III - extra low voltage safety

MRP

INR 16,000/-

20000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 18 years of life (3 hours daily use)
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-muscari-table-light/4503948M0
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Hue White Ambiance | MUSCARI Floor Lamp
Automate your lights with the Philips Hue White Muscari LED
Floor light. Dimmable and with soft uniform light distribution,
it lets you experience seamless smart control and schedule
your light for home automation, wherever you are.
USP
- 180 degree tiltable rotatable head which can be adjusted.
- Extra safety features for operating in low-voltage.
Hue White Ambiance MUSCARI Floor Lamp
Material

Aluminium

Designed For

Living & Bedroom

Style

Contemporary

Intergrated LED

Yes

Wattage/Lumen

12W/600 lumen (50 lumen per watt)

Length/Width/Height

31cm/31cm/160cm

Lifetime

20000 hours

Color Temperature

2200K-6500K

Input Voltage

100V - 240V

Class of Protection

III - extra low voltage safety

MRP

INR 21,500/-

20000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 18 years of life (3 hours daily use)
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-muscari-floor-light/4504048M0
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Hue White Ambiance
SEMERU
Dispersed from visible light, spectrum was the key inspiration
behind the stellar design of the Philips Hue White Ambiance
Semeru range. It’s a luminaire that let you experience a
general light with a surprising ambiance.

The white ambiance based Semeru has 4 ideal light recipes
(Read, Relax, Concentrate & Energize) to help you be more
effective in your intimate daily activities.
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Hue White Ambiance | SEMERU Ceiling Light
Contemporary design pleasing to eyes. Simple but premium smooth curves.
A hidden surprise of ambient colors providing a delicate balance.
Semeru lighting experience takes qualities that a spectrum delivers and caters to your
spaces in a natural way!
USP 1: On/off contrast: Decorative ring with chrome finish when the light is off; ambient colors
illuminate around the ring when switched on. The ring color changes along with the light recipes
for additional ambiance and mood.
USP 2: Eye comfort technology to prevent glare to eyes
Hue White Ambiance SEMERU Ceiling Light
Material
Metal, Synthetics
Color
Silver
Designed For
Living & Bedroom
Style
Modern
Intergrated LED
Yes
Wattage/Lumen
52W/2400 lumens (46 lumen per watt)
Length/Width/Height
51cm/51cm/8.5cm
Lifetime
20000 hours
Color Temperature
2200K-6500K
Input Voltage
220V - 240V
Dimmer Switch
Included
MRP
INR 37,490/20000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 18 years of life (3 hours daily use)
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-ambiance-semeru-ceiling-light/4507648C5
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Hue White Ambiance | SEMERU Pendant/Suspension Light
Contemporary design pleasing to eyes. Simple but premium smooth curves.
A hidden surprise of ambient colors providing a delicate balance.
Semeru lighting experience takes qualities that a spectrum delivers and caters to your spaces in a
natural way!
USP 1: On/off contrast: Decorative ring with chrome finish when the light is off; ambient colors illuminate around the
ring when switched on. The ring color changes along with the light recipes for additional ambiance and mood.

USP 2: Eye comfort technology to prevent glare to eyes.
Hue White Ambiance SEMERU Pendant/Suspension Light
Material

Metal, Synthetics

Color

Silver

Designed For

Living & Bedroom

Style

Modern

Intergrated LED

Yes

Wattage/Lumen

52W/2400 lumens (46 lumen per watt)

Length/Width/Height

51cm/51cm/Min 60 cm, Max 150 cm

Lifetime

20000 hours

Color Temperature

2200K-6500K

Input Voltage

220V - 240V

MRP

INR 37,490/-

20000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 18 years of life (3 hours daily use)
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-ambiance-semeru-pendant-light/4507748C5
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Hue White Ambiance | SEMERU Wall Light
Contemporary design pleasing to eyes. Simple but premium smooth curves. A hidden
surprise of ambient colors providing a delicate balance.
Semeru lighting experience takes qualities that a spectrum delivers and caters to your
spaces in a natural way!
USP: Translucent diffuser (with matt finish) softens the tone of illumination & renders a subtle wall
washer effect.
Hue White Ambiance SEMERU Wall Light
Material

Metal & Synthetics

Color

Silver

Designed For

Living & Bedroom

Style

Modern

Intergrated LED

Yes

Wattage/Lumen

19W/400 lumens (21 lumen per watt)

Length/Width/Height

24.5cm/24.5cm/4.8cm

Lifetime

25000 hours

Color Temperature

2200K-6500K

Input Voltage

100V - 240V

MRP

INR 16,990/-

25000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 22 years of life (3 hours daily use)
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-ambiance-semeru-wall-light/4507848D5
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Hue White Ambiance
FAIR
Add flair to any room with the Fair ceiling light & pendant/suspension
light featuring thousands of shades of warm to cool white light.
Connect to the Hue Bridge to unlock the full smart lighting control
and features.
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Hue White Ambiance | Fair Ceiling Light
The focus of Fair Ceiling light is experience, the light effects and the way they are
controlled by the consumer. It is designed to support this overall experience. The colors
have been matched to support the multiple light recipes, not to stand out on their own.
USP
- Neutral design scheme of Fair Ceiling light suits every interior
- Connect-ready. Comes with Hue Dimmer Switch

Hue White Ambiance Fair Ceiling Light
Material
Synthetic, Metal
Designed For
Living Room & Bedroom
Style
Contemporary
Wattage/Lumen
39W
Length
44.4cm
Width
44.4cm
Height
9.9cm
Color Temperature
2000K-6500K
Dimmer Switch
Included
MRP
INR 29,900/-
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Hue White Ambiance | Fair Pendant Light
The focus of Fair Pendant is experience, the light effects and the way
they are controlled by the consumer. It is designed to support this
overall experience. The colors have been matched to support the
multiple light recipes, not to stand out on their own.
USP
- Neutral design scheme of Fair Ceiling light suits every interior
- Connect-ready. Comes with Hue Dimmer Switch
Hue White Ambiance Fair Pendant/Suspension Light
Material
Synthetic, Metal
Designed For
Living Room & Bedroom
Style
Contemporary
Wattage/Lumen
39W
Length
44.4cm
Width
44.4cm
Height
160cm
Color Temperature
2000K-6500K
Dimmer Switch
Included
MRP
INR 31,990/-
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Hue White Ambiance
ADORE for Bathroom
Whether it is relaxing in a bubble bath or unwinding yourself from a
busy day, or starting the day right, lighting makes all the difference.
With Philips Hue Adore lighting collection, whether you want to get
energized for the day ahead, or relax and unwind, you can now
transform your bathroom in an instant.
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Hue White Ambiance | ADORE Bathroom Ceiling Light
Ceiling light is perfect for general lighting purposes to illuminate the
bathroom which is often small and dark.
Chrome accentuated design on the entire ring. Light gets on instantly.
USP: Light all around – up and down creating a beautiful light effect and
ambiance.
Hue White Ambiance ADORE Ceiling Light
Material

Metal (Chrome) & Synthetics

Designed For

Bathroom

Style

Modern

Intergrated LED

Yes

Eye Comfort

Yes

Wattage/Lumen

40W/2400 lumens (60 lumen per watt)

Length/Width/Height

40.7cm/40.7cm/6cm

Lifetime

30000 hours

Color Temperature

2200K-6500K

Input Voltage

100V - 240V

Safety

IP 44 rated for protecting against water splashes

Dimmer Switch

Included

MRP

INR 28,990/-

30000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 27 years of life (3 hours daily use)

https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-ambiance-adore-bathroom-ceiling-light/3435011P7
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Hue White Ambiance | ADORE Bathroom Lighted Mirror
With the Philips Hue White ambiance Adore lighted mirror, you can enjoy a beautiful light effect that prevents unwanted shadows.
Use the dimmer switch to easily set the right light to help you energize, concentrate, read and relax.
Chrome accentuated design on the entire ring. Light gets on instantly. Light from all angles prevents unwanted shadows.
USP: Light all around – up and down creating a beautiful light
effect and ambiance.
Hue White Ambiance ADORE Lighted Mirror
Material

Metal (Chrome) & Synthetics

Designed For

Bathroom

Style

Modern

Intergrated LED

Yes

Eye Comfort

Yes

Wattage/Lumen

40W/2400 lumens (60 lumen per watt)

Length/Width/Height

56cm/56cm/5.1cm

Lifetime

30000 hours

Color Temperature

2200K-6500K

Input Voltage

100V - 240V

Safety

IP 44 rated for protecting against water splashes

Dimmer Switch

Yes

MRP

INR 35,990/-

30000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 27 years of life (3 hours daily use)
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-ambiance-adore-bathroom-lighted-mirror/
3435731P7
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Hue White Ambiance | ADORE Bathroom Mirror Light
Include this Philips Hue White ambiance Adore mirror light in your bathroom and experience the right light for focused activities like
shaving and applying make-up. Use the dimmer switch and easily create the right light for all your moments.
Chrome accentuated design on the entire ring. Light gets on instantly.

USP: Light all around – up and down creating a beautiful light
effect and ambiance.
Hue White Ambiance ADORE Mirror Light
Material

Metal (Chrome) & Synthetics

Designed For

Bathroom

Style

Modern

Intergrated LED

Yes

Eye Comfort

Yes

Wattage/Lumen

40W/3000 lumen (75 lumen per watt)

Length/Width/Height

59.5cm/13.8cm/6.4cm

Lifetime

30000 hours

Color Temperature

2200K-6500K

Input Voltage

100V - 240V

Safety

IP 44 rated for protecting against water splashes

Dimmer Switch

Yes

MRP

INR 23,990/-

30000 hours of lifetime of bulb = 27 years of life (3 hours daily use)
https://www2.meethue.com/en-in/p/hue-white-ambiance-adore-bathroom-mirror-light/
3435111P7
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